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Across

1 2-D spouse as co-
tenant? (8)

5 Allow aboard 
space station for 
insulin source. (6)

9 Taking heed and 
leaving cake 
undecorated. (8)

10 Fish? Paul 
Hewson eats it. 
(6)

12 Odd airline 
delivers dance. 
(5)

13 Segregate out 
hidden message. 
(6,3)

14 Declare at Ashes 
fixture? (6)

16 I'm in musical for 
Larry. (7)

19 Guts of super 
turbo arouse 
disquiet. (7)

21 Flue doctors shed 
tears aboard ship. 
(6)

23 A TV agenda 
upset after deuce. 
(9)

25 View credit card 
around third of 
October. (5)

26 Airport embraced 
by gay stars. (6)

27 Handy 
clairvoyant takes 
in half of us for 
old Levantine 
composer. (8)

28 Mind us around 
not wearing 
anything? (6)

29 Ruined, elan 

gone, lives near 
airport in 26. (8)

Down

1 On fringes of 
royalty, admirable 
regalia. (6)

2 Gauge of 
elevation change?  
About time! (9)

3 Construction set 
no-no in Saudi 
Arabia. (5)

4 Touching bronzed 
fellow? (7)

6 When changing, 
see VIP opt for 
Lincoln's hat. (9)

7 Leave out hearing 
East Ender say he 
was mendacious! 
(5)

8 Lumberjacks are 
heavy hitters 
when South takes 
lead. (8)

11 Here's a 
warning....and 
stop being 
obnoxious in the 
first place! (4)

15 Bullock gets 
among horses 
when day equals 
night. (9)

17 Stony-faced 
Leucine's not 
active. (9)

18 Odds on alien's 

weapon used by 
house painter. 
(5,3)

20 Napoleon, 
perhaps, called 
out as a tedious 
fellow. (4)

21 A cowboy hat?  
Leave it the way 
it is, my boy! (7)

22 Ink tasteless 
clothing also. (6)

24 McDermid 
identification 
legally 
acceptable. (5)

25 Flow control 
device in rival 
vehicles. (5)


